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INTRODUCTION FROM THE CNO
2019 turned out to be another year in high gear resulting in growth and
transformational change. As you read this 2019 edition of the Spotlight on Nursing,
our influence has continued to be on cultivating a culture that embraces change as
opportunity and sustains improvements in nursing quality.

The most exciting and challenging focus of the year was on the writing of not one,
but two complete Magnet documents for our 5th consecutive designation. At the time of this writing, the
two appraisal teams are reviewing additional documentation and we are hopeful to be preparing for our site
visits the summer of 2020.

An innovation you will read about is the implementation of CenTrak’s RTLS (Real Time Locating System) for
both asset management and hand hygiene. Asset Tracking gives caregivers at the point of care the exact
location of tagged equipment therefore decreasing the time spent searching for important patient care
equipment. Hand Hygiene Compliance helps us better manage infection risk by providing an effective
approach to capture hand hygiene compliance and noncompliance events 24/7. This RTLS system has
provided an objective process for monitoring and hardwiring improvement in the most foundational of all
infection prevention measures.

I continue to be so appreciative for the professionalism and wisdom each of you show daily in caring for our
patients and their families. Thank you for your continued dedication to our mission and to demonstrating
extraordinary resilience as Magnet nurses.

Sincerely,

Sherry Danello DHA, MSN, RN, NEA-BC
Vice President of Patient Care Services/Chief Nursing Officer
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QUEST FOR EXCELLENCE
Susan Howell EdD, MSN, RN, NEA-BC
Director of Professional Practice, Specialty Services, Infection Control

2019 was another incredibly busy year for the nurses of St. Joseph’s/Candler.
And this year was all about Magnet!! As for the past few years, I will share our
accomplishments through the lens of the Magnet components- Transformational
Leadership, Structural Empowerment, Exemplary Professional Practice and
New Knowledge, Innovations and Improvements. Empirical Outcomes will be included in each of the
components.

Transformational Leadership
On August 7, 2019, we submitted written appraisal documentation to the American Nurses Credentialing
Center (ANCC). This was quite a feat as we had to write two full separate documents for the two separate
appraisal teams. We are hopeful for a site visit in late summer 2020. Throughout this Spotlight on Nursing
2019- you will learn about some of the accomplishments of St. Joseph’s/Candler nurses.
A small group of nurses in leadership, education and practice assisted with the writing of the sources of
evidence. These included: Susan Howell EdD, MSN, RN, NEA-BC; Sherry Danello DHA, MSN, RN, NEA-BC;
Alicia Motley MBA, BSN, RN, NE-BC; Meredith Scaccia DNP, MSN, RN, NEA-BC; Billy Rawlings BSN, RN,
NE-BC; Leigh Craft MPH, MSN, RN, ONC; Antonio Arata, MBA, BSN, RN, NE-BC; Marie Martin MSN, APRN,
CCNS; Karen Iacino MSN, RN-BC; Desiree Taylor MSN, RN, NE-BC; Mary Owen MSN, RN, CNOR; Peggy
Batts MSN, RN, CEN; Ashton Gibson BSN, RN-BC; Dana Coleman RN, OCN; Veronica Buckovich MS, RN,
FNP-BC; and Kate Feehan RN. This work began in December of 2018 and was completed as noted above in
early August.
Work was also conducted on promotion of St. Joseph’s/Candler nurses into leadership positions at the
state level. Now more than ever, Nurses are uniquely positioned to use their knowledge, talent and skills to
influence not only clinical practice at the bedside, but also healthcare in our communities within Regional,
State and National settings. There are many nursing professional organizations that Nurses can join to find
education, networking opportunities, CE credits, career assistance, and targeted resources to support their
clinical practice.
St. Joseph’s/Candler provides support for nurses memberships in professional organizations by providing
assistance with paying for national certification through scholarships, and more recently, through the ANCC
Success Pays program.
Many St. Joseph’s/Candler Nurses belong to professional nursing organizations – as will be noted later in
the spotlight.
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In response to the 2010 Institute of Medicine report: The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing
Health, which recommends increasing the number of nurse leaders in pivotal decision-making roles on
boards and commissions that work to improve community health, many SJ/C Nurses have taken up the call
to voluntarily serve on local, regional and state community boards and professional. They include:
Sherry Danello, DHA, MSN, RN, NEA-BC

Georgia Nurses Association – Director, Membership Development
Steward Center for Palliative Care
Ronald McDonald House
Mary Owen, MSN, BSN, RN, CNOR

AORN – National Legislative Forum Committee
Georgia Council Smoke Coalition
Savannah Technical College Advisory Board – Surgical Technologist Program
Antonio Arata, MBA, BSN, RN, NE-BC

Barnabas Center for Counseling
Timothy Freeman, BSN, RN, CCRN

Hospice Savannah
Edward Adams, MSN, RN

Georgia Nurses Association – Director, Nursing Practice & Advocacy
Alicia Motley, MBA, BSN, RN, NE-BC

Georgia Nurses Foundation – Board Secretary
Georgia Organization of Nurse Leaders, Member at Large
Beverly Youmans, BSN, RN, OCN

Southeast Georgia Oncology Nursing Society, President Elect
Dorethea Peters MSN, RN-BC, SCRN

President, Georgia Stroke Professional Alliance
Rita Allen BSN, RN, CIC

President, Savannah Chapter- Association of Professionals in Infection Control
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Structural Empowerment
The redesign of the shared governance structure was another major focus of the year. Alicia Motley RN led
a team of staff nurses including Chip Lawson RN-BC; Terria Manning RN, SNRN; Marta Workman BSN, RN;
David Laumeyer BSN, RN, CCRN; and Melissa Jackson BSN, RN-BC. Also supporting the work was Meredith
Scaccia RN; Kate Feehan RN; Matthew Jaskowak MSN ed., RN, PPCN; Desiree Taylor RN; Janice Dennison
RN; Peggy Batts RN; and Susan Howell RN. The work actually began in mid- 2018, with a very thoughtful
inquiry into how the true provision of “shared” governance could best be implemented. Another component
of this redesign was the fact that even with diligent emphasis on the reduction of meetings, there still
seemed to be another reason for another meeting!
With that in mind, the team resolved to try to incorporate meetings where appropriate and to include
the components of Magnet as a foundational structure. The team also wanted to incorporate a theme
that would provide unity and fun for the process of governance. This led to the topic of modeling the
process of governance, the documentation and follow up to mirror the culture of bees- including harmony,
collaboration, trust and communication. The document provided below is the educational tool used for
provided below is the educational tool used for nursing leaders and frontline nurses to guide the
nursing leaders and frontline nurses to guide the development process. For example, the Nurse Manager/
development process. For example, the Nurse Manager/Clinician monthly meeting was
Clinician monthly meeting was incorporated into the overall Professional Governance Leadership Council
incorporated into the overall Professional Governance Leadership Council comprised of nurse
comprised of nurse directors, managers and frontline staff. This provides the true meaning of “shared”
directors, managers and frontline staff. This provides the true meaning of “shared” leadership.
leadership.

Why Bees? & other FAQ’s

Why Bees? & other FAQ’s
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What is Professional Governance Leadership Council?

What is Professional Governance Leadership Council?
The group decided to rename Shared Governance as Professional Governance, indicating that Nursing is a
The group decided to rename Shared Governance as Professional Governance, indicating that
Profession and Nurses at all levels are Leaders working side by side.
Nursing is a Profession and Nurses at all levels are Leaders working side by side.
What happened to the Nurse Manager Meeting?
Much of what was shared at the Nurse Manager meeting and on “Super Tuesday” was repetitive. A
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The overall schedule for the day is noted below:
The overall schedule for the day is noted below:
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Alicia Motley MBA, BSN, RN, NE-BC provides oversight of the Daisy Award Program. She

Alicia Motley MBA, BSN, RN, NE-BC provides oversight of the Daisy Award Program. She provides the
following update regarding our 2019 Daisy Award Winners.
Many Nurses at St. Joseph’s/Candler are being nominated and honored with The DAISY Award for
Extraordinary Nurses®. The award is part of the DAISY Foundation’s mission to recognize the extraordinary,
compassionate nursing care they provide patients and families every day.
Members of the Professional Nursing Council developed the criteria for achieving the final nomination for
the Daisy Award. The criteria are as below:
Made a special connection with the patient and family
Included patients and family in the plan of care
Did an excellent job educating patients and their families
Worked well with the healthcare team to meet the patient and family needs
Demonstrated professionalism in the work environment
Has significantly made a difference in the life of the patient
The DAISY Foundation is a not-for-profit organization, established in memory of J. Patrick Barnes,
by members of his family. Patrick died at the age of 33 in late 1999 from complications of Idiopathic
Thrombocytopenic Purpura (ITP), a little known but not uncommon auto-immune disease. (DAISY is an
acronym for Diseases Attacking the Immune System.) The care Patrick and his family received from nurses
while he was ill inspired this unique means of thanking nurses for making a profound difference in the lives of
their patients and patient families.
Nurses may be nominated by patients and families. The award recipient is chosen by a subcommittee of
the Professional Nursing Council to receive The DAISY Award. Awards are presented throughout the year
at celebrations attended by the Honoree’s colleagues, patients, and visitors. Each Honoree receives a
certificate commending her or him as an “Extraordinary Nurse.” The certificate reads: “In deep appreciation
of all you do, who you are, and the incredibly meaningful difference you make in the lives of so many
people.” Honorees also receive a DAISY Award pin and a beautiful and meaningful sculpture called A
Healer’s Touch, hand-carved by artists of the Shona Tribe in Zimbabwe.

THE DAISY AWARD RECIPIENTS 2019
Becky Welch – St. Joseph’s Intensive Care Unit

“Becky was one of the most amazing nurses we have ever had.
When Ted came into the ICU we didn’t know if he was going to
make it. She took such good care of him. When he was able
to talk, she stopped everything to listen. She took her time to
explain to me what she was doing and why. One time I got
really scared and started to cry and she hugged me and told
me that together we were going to pull him through.
When he started feeling better, she would joke with us and make things seem a little brighter. I cried when
she told me she was going on vacation and we wouldn’t see her again. She’s an ANGEL!”
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Judy Mincey, Candler 6 North

“Judy was very attentive to my dad from the moment she
came on duty. She was proactive in helping my dad be
comfortable when his chest tube was removed & cheered
him on for meeting milestones of activity and eating.
She took pride in keeping my dad’s room orderly and
comfortable.
She checked on him regularly to ensure he wasn’t in pain
and also meeting his breathing exercise goals. She welcomed me into my father’s care and didn’t make me
feel like I was a bother with questions or concerns.
She clearly explained and demonstrated to me how to care for my dad’s post-op chest tube wound, giving
me confidence to be the caregiver at home.
Judy built bridges and treated us with care of the highest level, while professional and managing a heavy
patient load. Her excellence is a model of grace and deep commitment to being an excellent nurse in every
way.”

ZERO HERO RECOGNITION PROGRAM
The Zero Hero Recognition Program began in January 2019. The program recognizes and celebrates units
with ZERO Central Line Blood Stream Infections (CLABSI) and/or ZERO Catheter Associated Urinary Tract
Infections (CAUTI) throughout each quarter. This program was developed by Desiree Taylor MSN, RN,
NE-BC, Clinical Nurse Educator and member of the Clinical Quality team. She provides this synopsis of the
program.
The Clinical Quality Team has done a great deal of work over the years supporting the prevention of hospital
acquired infections. It was time to celebrate. Plans came together to begin the Zero Hero recognition
program to ensure focus was not only on prevention but, the outcome of ZERO. Celebrations began at the
unit level.
Each quarter, Dr. Sherry Danello, Dr. Susan Howell, along with members of the Clinical Quality Team and
various directors visit the units with ZERO CAUTIs and/or ZERO CLABSIs. The group arrived on the units as
staff gathered at the nurses’ station. Dr. Danello spoke to each group commenting on their hard work and
dedication to providing best patient care. A framed certificate was presented to the unit as group pictures
were taken. Unit managers provided celebration time on the units, as well.
As the year went by, units collected their certificates displaying them in a designated areas on the units. At
year end, a special celebration acknowledged units that achieved ZERO HERO for the entire year! With St.
Joseph’s and Candler combined there were 15 units that received ZERO HERO status for ZERO CAUTI and/
or Zero CLABSI for the entire 2019 year.
Going forward in 2020, Zero Hero’s will be acknowledged for units that achieved ZERO HERO status for two
consecutive quarters.
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TRANSITION TO PRACTICE
Janice Dennison MSN, RN, C-EFM is a Clinical Nurse Educator and member of the Clinical Quality team. She
also serves as the coordinator for the new graduate Transition to Practice Program. She provides this status
report for the Spotlight.
Prior to the joint operating agreement, both St. Joseph’s and Candler had a new graduate nurse residency
program. Following the agreement, these programs joined leading to one robust program. In early 2019,
the decision was made to further standardize the process of onboarding, orientation and preceptorship
by adopting the structure and standards of the Transition to Practice program sponsored by the American
Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC). Transition to practice is a component of the Magnet standards and
may incorporate all levels of nursing practice. The writing of the application began and following submission
and a virtual site visit, the nurse residency program was accredited by ANCC on March 25, 2019. The nurse
residency program has expanded to 6 Cohorts in 2019. Cohorts 1 and 2 have completed all the workshops
and graduated this year. For 2019, there has been a total of 193 nurses in the residency program. As a
component of the the accreditation process, three quality outcome measures are required for monitoring
and impact. The key indicators currently being measured are new graduate nurse retention, sharps injuries of
nurse residents in the first year of employment, and role transition of the residents from novice to advanced
beginner. 2019 has been very successful with positive outcomes in all areas. The retention rate for the past
year is 94.4%. Sharps injuries of nurse residents have decreased from 14 in 2017 to just 3 in 2019. Based
on the Casey-Fink surveys being used to measure role transition, the nurse residents have made significant
progress in their professional development with regard to role expectations, confidence, workload, fears,
and orientation issues.
It is important to note that in late 2019, a similar program was developed for the Transition to Practice
for new nurse managers. Program accreditation is not provided by ANCC currently for this; however, the
structure and standards were adapted for the nurse manager role.
Percentages of BSN preparation and national certification rates for nurses are empirical outcomes
demonstrating the support of nurses within the organization. The following graphs reveal the yearly increases
in both national certification and BSN and higher academic preparation.
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EXEMPLARY PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
Antonio Arata MBA, BSN, RN, NE-BC
Director of Critical Care, Chair of the Falls Committee

One of St. Joseph’s/Candler’s Patient Care Services Safety Initiatives for 2019 was Fall
Prevention. Even though the Fall Rate at both campuses has been less than many
hospitals around the nation, a concerted effort was made to make fall prevention
safety even better! There are many components involved in keeping our patients
safe from falling while a patient in our care. One of the most important interventions involves accurately
identifying which of our patients are most likely to fall based on evidence based criteria. Improvements were
made to our Fall Risk Assessment in MediTech so as to have more consistent and accurate identification of
those patients that are considered to be at a high risk for falls. Ensuring that High Fall Risk Interventions are in
place was also a focus for improvement. There were numerous educational campaigns in 2019 to ensure that
all caregivers had a great understanding of using our Hill Rom NaviCare Call Light system in conjunction with
our Hill Rom VersCare beds. These beds have state of the art technology that makes notification of when a
patient is attempting to exit without assistance much easier for our caregivers. Various improvements to our
monitoring of patient safety through use of the Hill Rom Status Board, auditing, and scheduled reporting all
combined to make the care of our patients even safer. In the event of a patient fall, changes were also made
to what steps to take to follow up to ensure all aspects of post fall safety were made. This included improved
compliance with a Head CT when indicated as well as a Post Fall Huddle which highlighted the importance
of a patient safety fall through leadership oversight. As a result of these initiatives, both St. Joseph’s Hospital
and Candler Hospital decreased the average patient fall rate over the course of 2019 as well as a dramatic
decrease in falls that resulted in injury. Keeping our patients safe from falls continues to be a focus for our
caregivers in 2020 with more improvements to come!
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NEW KNOWLEDGE, INNOVATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
Carolyn Craig, MSN, RN
Clinical Manager for Infection Prevention and Control

A long term wish for SJ/C came true in 2019 with the implementation of an electronic hand hygiene
monitoring system. In the Spring of 2019 the project began to take shape with 4 North – the Oncology/
Surgery unit- becoming the pilot unit for electronic hand hygiene at Candler. Virtual walls required for the
CenTrak hand hygiene program were established with the advent of the HillRom nurse locator system, RTLS
asset tracking system and the HillRom patient bed Fall Alarm system. EcoLab touch-free electronic dispensers
for hand sanitizer and soap replaced the older manual models. The focus of the hand hygiene was two- fold:
1) primarily to improve hand hygiene in order to decrease hospital-acquired infections, and 2) to perform
hand hygiene in the patient’s room as much as possible so patients and families would become increasingly
aware of the importance of hand hygiene and witness17
their caregivers performing it.
In April 2019 the work began replacing dispensers and generating computer maps to design the HH program.
By July, Candler was prepared and program certification took place. In September, managers began training
on the CenTrak system and Go-Live occurred in September of 2019. Concurrently, automatic dispensers were
being mounted at the St. Joseph’s campus, computer mapping for the program and the actual design were
taking place. Many things that were learned during the implementation of the project at Candler helped to
expedite the St. Joseph’s implementation.
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By November 2019 the total hand hygiene compliance score hospital wide at Candler was over 50% with some units and
departments reaching daily scores of 60-80% compliance. At St. Joseph’s the CenTrak program is scheduled to Go Live in
December. The staff learned a difficult lesson about the difference in manual observations and an electronic monitoring
system in that compliance by manual observation tends to be inflated for various reasons including the Hawthorne effect.
Additionally, they learned a great deal about hand hygiene practices in general by changing methods. It became apparent
that practitioners tend to think they wash their hands more than they actually do. However, the learning curve in all of this
was quickly overcome by the desire to be better at hand hygiene for the right reasons—the good of the patients. Research
supports that increased hand hygiene compliance tends to correlate with decreased rates of infections. Prepare for that story
in the 2020 Annual Report.

NURSING QUALITY PRACTICE COUNCIL ANNUAL REPORT
Susan Howell EdD, MSN, RN, NEA-BC
Chair

The Nursing Quality Practice Council had a very busy year- focusing on quality outcomes. A major focus for the membership
was in regards to the submission of the Magnet documents for St. Joseph’s and Candler Hospitals. Both Alicia Motley, MBA,
BSN, RN-BC and Dr. Howell kept the council informed regarding ongoing clinical indicator outcomes, certification and BSN
rates as well as review of several non- empirical sources of evidence. Routinely, the request was given to solicit exemplars from
the nurses that could be included in the documentation.
The submission of the application for the ANCC credentialed Practice Transition Accreditation Program (PTAP) for Registered
Nurses was presented early in the year. w Updates were routinely provided regarding the positive outcomes for needle sticks,
resident turnover and perspectives of the new nurse as evidenced by the Casey-Fink New Graduate Nurse Survey.
The Clinical Quality team presented monthly regarding opportunities in patient care realized through the review of nosocomial
infections. The mini-RCA process has been effective in validating root causes for infections. Interventions to mitigate these
common causes were major discussion items.
Routine Infection Prevention and Control updates were provided by Carolyn Craig MS, RN, CNS, Infection Control Manager.
These included review of quarterly Standardized Infection Ratios (SIR) and our trends. Frequent updates were also provided on
the organizational initiative to operationalize hand hygiene surveillance through the Centrax automated hand hygiene system.
These updates included adherence and compliance data as well as discussions regarding barriers and potential solutions.
Updates on our JC accredited stroke program and our Sepsis program were provided by the respective coordinators,
Dorethea Peters MSN, RN, SCRN and Kate Feehan BS, RN. Keisha Duren BSN, RN, PCCN, Clinical Informatist provided
updates on Meditech upgrades as well as potential documentation revisions suggested via mini-RCA feedback. Dr.
Sherry Danello DHA, MSN, RN, NEA-BC, provided updates on the Patient, Hospital, and Nursing Safety Lean Team
she led. The membership also learned much from the monthly medication safety updates provided by Ronda Whipple
PharmD., Medication Safety Specialist. These presentations regarding ISMP safety alerts, scanning percentages and other
recommendations provided through review of clinical errors or near misses were very important. A major outcome was the
identification of “More than 3, Check and See”. This stemmed from a non-adverse medication error where a patient received
several tablets for a routine med, instead of the one tablet. Many of these findings, from mini-RCAs or medication safety, were
disseminated to nursing staff via the “What the HAC?” newsletter or practice alerts.
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Tammy Phillips CPHRM, CPSO, Director of Risk Management, provided monthly updates on risk initiatives and
reporting. Case scenarios were discussed with improvement strategies discussed among the membership.
Members of the Nursing Quality Practice Council include: Susan Howell RN; Sherry Danello RN; Suzanne
Sauls, RN; Marta Workman RN; Dottie Dauphine RN; Jenna Curtin RN; David Laumeyer RN; Sara Reaves
RN; Crystal Gonzalez RN; Timmy Freeman RN; Willene Beaty RN; Denise Horning RN; Laura Russell RN; Iris
DeLeon RN; Desiree Taylor RN; Janice Dennison RN; Peggy Batts RN; Alicia Motley RN; Antonio Arata RN;
Tiffany James Walker RN; Meredith Scaccia RN; Mindy McStott RN; Bernie Taylor RN; Jennifer Thompson RN;
Matthew Jaskowak RN; Teresa Moir RN; Leigh Craft RN; Shannon King RN; Billy Rawlings RN; Ashton Gibson
RN; Angela Strickland RN; Melissa Jackson RN; Carolyn Craig RN; Lindsey Townsend RN; Martha Weston RN;
Laurie Luteran, RN; and Maryanne Lovallo RN.

2019 NURSING RESEARCH & EVIDENCE BASED
PRACTICE
COUNCIL
ANNUAL
REPORT
2019 Nursing Research
& Evidence
Based Practice
Council Annual
Report
Alicia W. Motley, MBA, BSN, BS, RN, NE-BC

Alicia W. Motley, MBA, BSN, BS, RN, NE-BC
(pu photo from lastThe
year)
Nursing Research and Evidence-Based Practice Council exists to support and
encourage nursing staff involvement in evidence based practice and research-related
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The Johns Hopkins Nursing Evidence-based Practice Model (JHNEBP) was adopted by the Nursing staff in
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In 2019, the Nursing Research and Evidence Based Practice Council spent the majority of the year focusing on
two main projects: Re-design of the Nursing Shared Governance Model, and development of a standardized
bathing protocol using the Johns Hopkins EBP Model as a guide for implementing best practice.
The new Patient Hygiene and Bathing Protocol developed through the review of EBP is highlighted below.
Many thanks to Desiree Taylor, MSN, RN, NE-BC, Clinical Educator, Clinical Quality Team for her work in
helping lead this project.
The new Patient Hygiene and Bathing Protocol developed through the review of EBP is

The newly re-designed Nursing Shared Governance model will be implemented with the January 2020
highlighted below. Many thanks to Desiree Taylor, MSN, RN, NE-BC, Clinical Educator, Clinical
Governance meetings.
Quality Team for her work in helping lead this project.
The newly re-designed Nursing Shared Governance model will be implemented with the January
2020 Governance meetings.
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St. Joseph’s/Candler
nurses continue to provide Evidence Based Patient care March, 2020
March, 2020
Product

Process

When and Where

Bath in a Bag – Comfort Bath
All patients receive bubbly bath at
least once a day:

ALL Patients - Daily

•
•

Entire body
Kept in warmer

Body Wash • Special needs patients
• Bariatric
• Shampoo

Peri Spray –Perineal Area:
•
•

During bathing
Incontinence clean up

ALL Units

Daily for special patients
ALL units

ALL Patients – Daily
Foley Patients –Every
Shift
ALL Units
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Dry disposable cloth
•

Incontinence clean up

Multipurpose
All Units

CHG Cloth (Female patients-not for inside folds of
labia)
1. All surgical patient
1. Pre-Op Bathing-night before
2. All Patients with
2. Central Line patient
central line
JAWS TO TOES
3. All Patients with
3. Foley Patient
foley
a. JAWS TO TOES
b. First 6 inches of catheter
Skin Barrier
• All incontinent patients
• Braden score <18

Hair Care
• Comb or brush daily
• Wash frequently
• Long hair (braid or pin)

Oral Care
• Intubated patient Q 4 hours –
23
purposefully
• Non- intubated patients
o Assist as needed

Shaving
• Clippers
o Men’s whisker management
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Additional Changes

After incontinence clean
up
All Units

Daily
ALL units

Brush=Two to four times
a Day
Intubated patients=every
4 hours

Shaving
• Clippers
o Men’s whisker management
Additional Changes

Now Using
For Clean Up
Discontinued

Catheter Care

Discontinued

NEW PROCESS
Jaws to Toes & first 6 inches

Limited number available on
unit
Bath in a Bag
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Decreasing usage and waste

PNC SPOTLIGHT REPORT 2019
Chip Lawson, RN-BC
Chair
Terria Manning, RN
Secretary

The Professional Nursing Council meets the last Tuesday of each month and provides a platform where
professional nurses in our organization meet to discuss issues that impact nursing practice and the care we
provide to our patients and their families. It is a collaborative approach to problem solving and involves all
levels of leadership with nursing at the forefront.
2019 began with welcoming new members to our council and the formation of subcommittees.
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Nurses week was one of the subcommittees and our week this year was a huge success! Our magnet nurses
at each campus were treated to breakfast and there were designated days for the roving ice cream cart.
Nothing puts a smile on a nurses face like ice cream and our nurses on both campuses and shifts were
treated. In addition, chair massages were provided at both campuses and nurses had the opportunity to win
educational scholarships. Our first nurses week kickball tournament brought out the inner sports enthusiast in
all of us as we suited up and played ball!
The pharmacist-nurse relationship at SJ/C is commendable. During one of our meetings this year a SJ/C
clinical pharmacist in infectious disease was asked to speak with us regarding our antimicrobial management
program. The major health care facilities in our area have come together to create this citywide program.
The primary goal is to optimize clinical outcomes while minimizing unintended consequences of antibiotic
use. Staff nurses play a huge role in this program as we make critical decisions on a daily basis regarding the
safe administration of these medications and the monitoring of patients post administration.
Throughput remains at the forefront of many discussions. To help facilitate getting patients to the floor from
the ED more efficiently we have called in the experts.
Educators and staff nurses have finalized an ED handoff tool and patients now will arrive to the floor within
thirty minutes of a patient being assigned to a clean room. At times when we are at a level 6, staff nurses on
the receiving unit will go to the ED to get their patients leaving the ED RNs to continue caring for patients in
the ED.
Unit councils have given us an opportunity for improvement. Each council has an opportunity to report
updates on what is working or not working on each unit. PNC is committed to helping make sure that all
units have unit councils that are up and functioning.
Lastly, we also meet with our CNO quarterly for our “Chats with Sherry’’. These are always very informative.
Over lunch, our nursing colleagues have the chance to discuss anything of concern. Topics include staffing,
equipment issues or needs, as well as leadership updates.
Our last meeting this year is scheduled for 11/26/19. We have dedicated several of our meetings this year
to involving the bedside nurse in the re-design of our current shared governance model. We look forward to
our new “beehive” model in 2020.
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EVENT RELATED NURSING PEER REVIEW COUNCIL
Peggy A. Batts, MSN, RN, CEN
Chair

The purpose of the Event Related Nursing Peer Review Council (NPR) is to • Provide an opportunity to evaluate the quality of an individual nurses work
• Allow for tracking and trending of individual performance over time
• Allow for identification of system failures that should be addressed in the
organization’s quality structure
• Ensure evidence-based guidelines of practice or standard of care are maintained
•	Provide for a nurse’s actions to be evaluated by those who know best the practice of nursing at
the bedside
Nurses at St. Joseph’s/Candler hold each other accountable through annual peer review and participation
in event related nursing peer review. The expectation is that the quality of care from each nurse will be
exemplary.
Membership includes a Masters’ prepared nurse as chairperson, the Director of Professional Practice, a
representative from Risk Management and 10 to 12 staff registered nurse voting members appointed by
Nursing Administration based on area of expertise.
Members of the Council for 2019 included: Peggy Batts, RN (Chair); Marie Banks, RN; Dottie Dauphinee,
RN; Judy Boykin, RN; Miriam McCord; Meghan Butler, RN; Katie Reid; Iris DeLeon; Denise Horning, RN;
Susan Howell, RN; Chip Lawson, RN; Terria Manning, RN; Julia Harper, RN; Marta Workman, RN.
A total of four cases were submitted toward the end of the year and are currently under review. Of note, the
council agreed these cases brought to light needed topics for staff education. Efforts continue to ensure
staff is educated on the importance of NPR including NPR Jeopardy at each New Graduate Nurse Residency
Workshop and encouraging discussion of the Council’s purpose during staff meetings. We hope for further
growth and development in the coming year.
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Cases are referred via the intranet (see far right hand side of Nursing SharePoint page under Links) which
transmits electronically to the chairperson who then determines if the case needs further review. Peer reCases are referred via the intranet (see far right hand side of Nursing SharePoint page under
viewers complete Links)
the initial
review electronically
within 14 days.
which transmits
to the chairperson who then determines if the case needs
further review. Peer reviewers complete the initial review within 14 days.

Referral to
Event Related
Nursing Peer
Review

Case
Reviewed

Management/
Disciplinary Issue such as
attendance, tardiness,
scanning percentages,
etc…

Practice Issue

Forward to
appropriate Nurse
Manager

Forward to
Review
Committee

Letter sent to RN
regarding
practice issue

Results and action plan if
indicated sent to RN, Nurse
Manager, and a copy kept in
Peer Review Files.

NURSING EXEMPLAR
“What Next?” Cameron’s Tale
Dawna Wilder, BSN, RN, CWON

I want to introduce you to Cameron. Cameron is a 16 year old country boy. He enjoys hunting and fishing and hanging out with all of his friends. He is funny and can
be charming, when he decides29to be. He got an awesome new truck for his birthday
and enjoys chauffeuring his friends around town. He is smart but doesn’t truly apply
himself as he enjoys socializing and gaming more than studying.
The day I met Cameron was not a good day. It was a busy inpatient wound care day at my local 250 bed
not for profit hospital. I was preparing to go in a see a patient when I got a page to come to the OR. When
I arrived, Dr. Kellar said, “glad you’re here, I’ve got a doozy for you”. That was never good… I dressed out
and went into the room. He had left me with a patient still under anesthesia with 2 rather large fasciotomy
incisions to the right lower leg. I went right to work prepping and applying a wound vac to decrease compartment pressures and prep the wound bed for closure versus skin grafting. I didn’t even get to say hello to
Cameron that day, but we would get time to grow close.
30
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Cameron spent 188 days in the hospital with me. (I claim him as mine). He had been out driving his truck,
too fast, hit some gravel and rolled 3 times. His mom was calm, cool and collected on the verge of losing it.
His grandfather was present to keep everyone in line. He spent most of his days in ICU and recovered like a
champ, but I am getting ahead of myself…
I visited Cameron 3 days a week for dressing changes. He made every attempt to be brave through it all
but it was rough. Wound dressing changes are no pic nic for the average Joe, but for a 16 year old hasn’t
had to bear trauma, it was traumatic. He was pretty funny when he was medicated well, but we couldn’t
always control the pain. I was not a new nurse, nor new to wound care. I was new, however, to dealing with
a scheming teenager. Cameron could manipulate me like no one else. I had worked in pediatrics during my
initial nursing career but generally it was young children whom you can coerce with prizes and treats. Not so
with older teenagers. He wanted to do it his way or no way and it didn’t matter that it had to get done today. It didn’t matter what was offered or by whom (nurse, doctor, mom, grandfather), it was Cameron’s way.
That is what impacted me so much as a nurse. I wanted to do it my way. As I nurse, I thought I knew the
right way. Cameron didn’t see it that way. He knew what was right for him and it probably took guts to stand
up to this nurse he probably saw as a bully and say slow down and do it my way. I can honestly look back
and say I rebelled at being redirected but as the stay stretched out, so did my realization that this hospital
visit is his reality, I get to go home. The control he felt over directing his care was the only control he had.
So we eventually came up with plans. I would call his room in the morning. “Cameron, hey it’s Dawna. I will
be in your room at 1pm. You need to have your dressings off at that time or I will have to remove them and
have the dressing done by 2pm”. This allowed him to remove his dressings with the help of his family (as you
might expect a lot of teaching went on in order for this to happen) at his own pace and discretion.
What happened next was devastating to Cameron. He sustained an abdominal injury during the accident
from his seatbelt. It was not initially a big problem for Cameron but it was developing on the backburner.
He ended up having to go for an emergency laparotomy for a bowel injury and temporary colostomy. Now
remember, he is 16. His thoughts were written all over his face. “What fresh hell is this”? “I have to poop
in a bag”? “How am I going to deal with this, what about my friends, dating, the smell”? His mom, “what’s
next”?, “Please don’t let him die”. His grandfather, “Buck up, Son”. Then his ostomy nurse, Me, “This is no
big deal” lets learn all about this stoma. I was not his favorite nurse at that point. Every time I came in the
room, he said “oh no, not today” and I said “oh yes, today is the day”. Luckily we had built a relationship
that was solid and he knew I was going to make sure he got out of there and would be able to care of himself when he did. The first time he looked at it, I knew he was going to be OK. He said “think I can post a
picture of this on grossout.com? He did learn to care for his ostomy independently. It was at this point I had
to be brave. I had to talk to his mother and point out that at this age it is important to discuss social situations (including sex) and his ostomy with her teenage son. It was also important that we do it between us to
encourage honesty without fear. She was agreeable and understood. She was actually glad that she didn’t
have to do it. Then I got to be brave again and discuss it with Cameron. He was worried about dating and
what his friends would think but sex wasn’t really an issue. It turned out to be a non-issue as he was quickly
reversed prior to returning to school.
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One step forward, two steps back. Cameron dehisced his abdominal incision. Not hugely, but enough to
complicate matters. Imagine if you will, a 16 year old, trying to learn to function again. He has multiple IV’s,
vac to his right leg x2, ortho pins/stabilizer to the left knee, vac to his abdomen, and an ostomy. Nothing
was simple for Cameron.
Well as the days passed, Cameron overcame so much. His leg wounds were grafted (the donor site took
over a year to heal). We celebrated. Cameron turned 17, we celebrated. His mom and I have the same
birthday, we celebrated. He took two steps, we celebrated. Cameron persevered in the face of everything.
I watched him grow and mature every day. I always knew he was going to make it, but I wasn’t sure he
would be independent. Cameron knew he would. He has gone on to graduate high school (walked up the
aisle). He is working on his BA in biomedical engineering. He has a wonderful, supportive lady in his life.
He just turned 26 and is in his prime.
I do not know if he is aware of what a profound effect his success and triumph has had on me but… He
taught me to always have hope. I try to keep my chin up and offer hope to all. I have not walked in my
patient’s shoes or seen what their journey has been to put them in my path, but all I meet deserve hope.
He taught me to persevere through it all. No obstacle was too great for Cameron, and none is too great
for me. As I nurse, I take the time to build relationships with my patients as I am able. I try to find out what
they really need deep down, not just what their complaint is. Sometimes a familiar face that wants to listen
is all anyone needs. I take time with my patients. It is ok if something takes longer than I think it should, the
patient will appreciate it in the end. It is not all about the medicine, it is about the life. (In wound care we
say, it is not the hole in the patient, but the whole patient). With all this in mind, I work every day to help my
patients have the best life possible.

2019 AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
LIENTZ AWARD- CONTINUING THE LEGACY…
The Lientz Award, an annual honor presented to a St. Joseph’s/Candler employee who best exemplifies the
health system’s values, commemorates Mr. James Richard Lientz’s humanitarian service and his dedication to
Candler Hospital and to the community. Mr. Lientz served as the chairman of the Board of Trustees for twenty
years.
2019 LIENTZ NOMINEES- Nursing
Carol Barbee, Health Promotions
Laura Barnum, 7S
Jasmine Blaney, 4N
Laura Floyd, Occupational Health
Timothy Freeman, Critical Care
Lisa Kroleski, Wound Care
Angela Lanham, PCU
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Lori Lanier, PACU CH
Laurie Luteran, LCRP
Josh McCall, Float Pool
Carey McCarthy, ICU
Connie Miller, 4N
Kelly Monroe, Emergency Department
Allison White, Pooler Surgery

Carol Barbee Named St. Joseph’s/Candler’s 27th Annual James R. Lientz Humanitarian
As the one who is tirelessly dedicated to helping more than 3,000 co-workers live healthier lifestyles, Carol
Barbee was honored as St. Joseph’s/Candler’s 27th James R. Lientz Humanitarian Thursday.
Barbee is an RN who currently serves as St. Joseph’s/Candler’s WellPath Navigator. She not only assists co-workers
in meeting their health and wellness goals but also helps
them navigate their health benefit plans each year, guiding co-workers through a sometimes complicated process
and saving them money at the same time. Barbee also
helped create a Wellness Clinic for co-workers and their
spouses to be seen for minor concerns quickly and at no
cost.
“We have had the privilege of working alongside Carol for
nearly 35 years,” said Paul P. Hinchey, President & CEO of
St. Joseph’s/Candler. “And since the first day she arrived
for duty, Carol has not wavered from her commitment to
St. Joseph’s/Candler and its patients.”

As the one who is tirelessly dedicated to helping more than 3,000 co-workers live
healthier lifestyles, Carol Barbee was honored as St. Joseph’s/Candler’s 27th James R.
Humanitarian
Thursday.
as Lientz
an energetic
team
player who thinks of others be-

The co-workers who nominated her describe Barbee
fore herself and always displays grace under pressure. One
nomination
read:
“Carol
Barbee
is a wonderful WellPath Navigator.
Barbee
is an RN who
currently
serves
as St. Joseph's/Candler’s
She not only assists co-workers in meeting their health and wellness goals but also
example of St. Joseph’s/Candler’s mission and values. She
is them
affable,
approachable,
friendly,
courteous
and co-workers through a
helps
navigate
their health benefit
plans each
year, guiding
sometimes
process
and saving them money at the same time. Barbee also
genuinely concerned about the person she is engaged with,
and complicated
that person’s
health.”
helped create a Wellness Clinic for co-workers and their spouses to be seen for minor
concerns quickly and at no cost.

Another co-worker added: “Every summer she spends a week at a summer camp for children who have
“We have had the privilege of working alongside Carol for nearly 35 years,” said Paul P.
Hinchey,
President
CEO that
of St.they
Joseph’s/Candler.
“And since
the first day she arrived
diabetes. It is a time where children, who perhaps for the
very first
time,& feel
are not different
from
for duty, Carol has not wavered from her commitment to St. Joseph’s/Candler and its
others because they all have the same disease. In all that
Carol
does,
she
brings
a
spirit
of
joy
which
is
upliftpatients.”
ing and contagious.”
Another said: “She
above and beyond

The co-workers who nominated her describe Barbee as an energetic team player who
thinks of others before herself and always displays grace under pressure. One
nomination read: “Carol Barbee is a wonderful example of St. Joseph’s/Candler’s
spends hours in many departments meeting
with co-workers face to face. Carol will go
mission and values. She is affable, approachable, friendly, courteous and genuinely
concerned
to make sure that all of their needs are
met.” about the person she is engaged with, and that person’s health.”

Barbee was among 71 co-workers nominated for the Lientz Award this year. As the 27th recipient,
she will
34
receive a $3,000 check, a cafeteria pass, a parking pass, a SJ/C watch, a massage certificate and the prestigious Lientz Pin.
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MCAULEY AWARDS-LIVING THE VALUES…
Compassion, Quality, Integrity, Courtesy, Teamwork & Accountability

The McAuley Award, named in honor of Catherine McAuley, the creator of the Sisters of Mercy. She also is
credited for establishing the House of Mercy in Dublin Ireland, in 1827. This award was established in 1996
as a means of honoring employees who exemplifies the mission and values of St. Joseph’s/Candler in their
daily work. The McAuley Award is considered one of St. Joseph’s/Candler most prestigious awards.
2019 MCAULEY NOMINEES- Nursing
Stacey Albright, 5 North- SJ
Marie Banks, OR -SJ
Carol Barbee, Health Management
Eveline Chapman, Float Pool / Keys
Dana Coleman, Navigator-LCRP
Celia Dequito, 7 North
Marianne Fields, Nursing Services -SYS
Betty Jackson, Patient Relations-SYS
Jane Kimberly-Johnson, ICU-CH
Carole Kofmehl, OR-SJ

Scarlette Livingston, OR-SJ		
Lisa Loadholt, Special Care Nursery
Kelly Monroe, ED-CH
Robyn Rinello, 7 North / PCU - SJH
Michael Schwartz, 7 North / PCU - SJH
Michelle Todd, OH-SYS
Eric Watkins, CCU-SJ
David Whidden, 5 Floor-SJ
Linda Wilkinson, Gastroenterology

Her drive inspires her co-workers, her spirit comforts her patients, and her personality will fill any room.
That is why she was awarded the 26th annual McAuley Award
from St. Joseph’s/Candler.
“If there is a need, Melanie will do all in her power to respond,”
said a co-worker who nominated her. “Being with Melanie is
being in the presence of a spirit-filled woman with zest for life and it is contagious.”
Paul P. Hinchey, President & CEO of St. Joseph’s/Candler, honored Willoughby in a surprise announcement Thursday, April 18.
The McAuley Award is presented annually to the one
St. Joseph’s/Candler co-worker who best exemplifies the mission and values of the health system. The award is named in honor of Catherine McAuley, who founded The
Sisters of Mercy in the hopes of bringing education, healthcare, social justice, and spiritual guidance to those
in need.
As the 2019 McAuley Award winner, Willoughby’s name will appear on the bronze McAuley plaque displayed
in the lobbies of St. Joseph’s Hospital and Candler Hospital. She will receive a $3,000 honorarium, a oneyear free parking pass in the location of her choice, a one-month cafeteria meal pass, a gift certificate for
massages at the Center for WellBeing, a St. Joseph’s/Candler watch and the McAuley pin.
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This year, 72 St. Joseph’s/Candler co-workers were nominated by their peers for the distinguished honor.
Nominations are based upon an individual’s ability to illuminate the health system values of compassion,
quality, integrity, courtesy, accountability and teamwork.
About Melanie Willoughby:

Willoughby has been in the health system for 34 years, starting as a nurse. She’s worked in critical care and
she started the disease management program, eventually working up to Director of Health Management.
She is known throughout the system for her boundless energy and leadership.
She has two children who both entered the health care field.
Beyond St. Joseph’s/Candler, she is very involved in the community, sitting on leadership boards at the United Way, working with Healthy Savannah and the Savannah-Chatham County Public School System.
She graduated from St. Vincent’s Academy and remains very loyal to the school and active in projects there.
At St. Joseph’s/Candler, she manages all the wellness programs, diabetes management and cardiac rehab.
Willoughby works closely with Savannah Business Group companies such as the City of Savannah, Georgia
Ports, Colonial Oil and JCB to help contain their healthcare costs. She is often seen jumping in with her team
to do the annual physical evaluations of every Savannah Fire fighter.
This is the ninth time she has been nominated for the McAuley Award.
What Her Co-Workers Said About Her:

“The environment in her departments reflects her spirit. You can feel it when you walk in. Patients are encouraged to do well and succeed in their efforts. She elicits teamwork from her staff and expects excellence.
She takes little credit for herself and always says, ‘We are a team.’”
“Melanie is a real daughter of Catherine McAuley. She sees a need and jumps in to take care of it--and
through her leadership she is able to get others to help too.”
“When others are still planning and trying to figure out a way to do it, Melanie is already trying to accomplish
the task. It reminds me of the story of Catherine McAuley being compassionate but doing it, or finding out a
way to work around to get it done.”
“She lets the people around her know they are a big deal, that they matter. How they work, where they work
and how they collaborate with each other matters to her.”
“She works hand in hand with her staff and doesn’t expect anything from them she is not willing to do herself. She sets a shining example of leadership and volunteerism as well as caring every day.”
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NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL NURSING AND PROFESSIONAL
HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS
Our St. Joseph’s/Candler nurses are active participants in a variety of professional nursing and healthcare
organizations. Our Nurses are involved with the following organizations:
PROFESSIONAL NURSING ORGANIZATIONS
Academy of Neonatal Nurses
American Association of Credentialed Nurses
American Association of Critical Care Nurses
American Association of Long Term Care Nurses
American Association of Managed Care Nurses
American Association of NeuroScience Nurses
American College of Cardiovascular Nurses
American Nurses Association/ Georgia Nurses Association
American Organization of Nurse Leaders
American Radiologic Nurses Association
American Society of Perianesthesia Nurses
Association of Professionals in Infection Control
Association for Vascular Access
Association of Nurse Executives
Association of Peri-operative Operation Room Nurses
Association of Rehabilitation Nurses
Association of Women’s Health
Association of Women Health Obstetrics and Neonatal Nursing
Emergency Nurses Association
Georgia Organization of Nurse Leaders
Oncology Nursing Society
National Association of Orthopaedic Nurses
Association for Nursing Professional Development
American College of Healthcare Executives
Southeast Georgia Oncology Nursing Society
Infusion Nurses Society
Sigma – Nursing Honor Society
American Society for PeriAnesthesia Nursing
Wound, Ostomy, Continence Nursing Society
Georgia Society for Hospital Risk Management
Society of Gastroenterology Nurses and Associates
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PROFESSIONAL HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATION
Alliance of Continuing Medical Education
American Diabetes Association
American Hospital Association
American Society of Hospital Pharmacists
Sickle Cell Association
Georgia Association for Medical Staff Services
American Hospital Association
Georgia Hospital Association
Georgia Infection Control Network
National Association for Healthcare Quality
National Association for Medical Staff Services
Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America

NATIONAL NURSING CERTIFICATIONS

CCRN
Amato, Jennifer
Anderson, Marlene
Anthony, Gia
Benton, Brittany
Bedillion, Judith
Brown, Haily
Burroughs, Devin
Bryan, Christian
Byrd, Dana
Canfield, Kelsey

Hammer, Holly
Harper, Lyndsey
Hayes, Laura
Hazelwood, Dawna
Horning, Denise
Hungerford, Melissa
Ioffe, Yelizaveta
Johnson, Jane
Jones, Amy
Kears, Marlene
Lakhani, Ashok
Laumemeyer, David
Lawson, Michael
Lenix, Tisa

Norris, Amanda
Prachar, Lauren
Russell, Laura
Sellers, Jacob
Shipes, Wesley
Sakelarios, Shannon
Schaefer, Fiona
Trick, Brenda Sue
Watkins, Eric
Welch, Karen
Welser, Karen
Whipple, Charlotte
Yeater, Bonnie

Clark-Johnson, Tracey
Collins, Andrew
Coseo, Kathryn
Daniel, Evelyn
Dickson, Sherry
Drown, Arnold
Drown, Charles Jr.
Duncan, Elsa
Freeland, Carey
Freeman, Timothy
Giles, Steven
Gomer, Rebecca
Guined, Ashley

Litle, Michael
Lovallo, Maryanne
Maurer, Stacy
McCartney, Carey
McLaughlin, Morrin
Mendoza, Amanda
Moughton, Robert
Montgomery, Natalie
Muller, Elizabeth
NeSmith, Mary Patricia
Nguyen, Ann
Norman, Christina
Norman, Elizabeth

CDE
Cowan, Agnes
Eling, Pamela
Love, Diane

ACSM
Gambrell, Zachary

CCRC
Shortt, Joni

APRN
Crabb, Gina
Fournier, Jennifer
Haselden, Patricia
Kiene, Rachel
CAPA
Graham, Laurie
Hutcheson, Joy
Jackson, Carrie
Perkins, Lu
Snyder, Sherry
Surrette, Necefora
Tinker, Leigh
CCM
Gignilliat, Margaret
Moisant, John
CCNS
Strickland, Marie
Yeater, Bonnie

CEN
Ashline, Laura
Batts, Peggy
Byerly, Anne
Cowart, Kathy
Garza, Angela Dawn
Gum, Kristine
Hamelink, Cari
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Harper, Deborah
Kenny, Robert
Latham, Joshua
Madramootoo, Zachary
MCFarrity, Theresa
Rodriguez, Christopher
Stephen, Angela
Vanderberry, Joyce
Walsh, Brandon
CLC
Dauphinee, Dottie
Gonnsen, Donna
Hudson, Cindy
Medzevicius, Julie
Parrish, Donna
Robinson, Lydia
Strickland, Angela
Strickland, Courtney
Zarycki, Ashtyn
CGRN
Byrd, Margrit
Hall, Alexia
Hunt, Juanita
Turner, Andrea
Wilkinson, Linda
CIC
Allen, Rita
Smith, Emmitt
CNI
Harvey, Crystal
CNML
Weathers, Jack
CNOR
Attlee, Verdillia
Banks, Marie
Buelvas-Nowicki, Carlyle
Coleman, Laura
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Cowart, Laura
Cubbedge, Sandra
Dorn, Steven
Dunn, Kristie
Edwards, Sonja
Farr, Diane
Garner, Laura
Garrad, Christine
Gibson, Jennifer
Goss, Christopher
Henry, Jane
Johnson, Debra
King, Jeri
Knight, Lacindra
Lambert, Delores
Laroe, Dian
Leggett, Megan
Marsha, Tera
McClendon, Sophronia
McCreary, Jennie
Mendes, Amie
Miller, Erica
Mitchell, Charlotte
Nguyen, Lisa
Owen, Mary
Rooks, Judson
Rose, Kristin
Sauers, Joy
Sitton, Naomi
Steele, Marquita
Toole, Vicki
Walsh, Jeanne
Wilkes, Starla
Wilkinson, Angela
Zeisler, Gail
CNRI
Tabatabai, Joy
CNRN
Cajayon, Clifford
Manning, Terria

COHN
Floyd, Laura
CPAN
Crowley, Mary
Dickson, Kenny
Evans, Sharon
Johnson, Wesley
Lanier, Lori
Lucas, Carolyn
McBride, Phoebe
Powell, Shirley
Prince, Shelley
Snyder, Sherry
CPHQ
Wearrien, Donna
McStott, Mindy
CPN
Bennett, Tonya
Boyd, Megan
Paul, Julie

IBCLC
DeMauro, Delphine
Howard, Elizabeth
Gly-Jones, Catherine
Lively, Michelle
IP OB
Baez, Saharith
Bostick, Luteley
Crider, Margaret
Garrett, Katherine
Manning, Allison
Moore, Valeri
Morgan, Laura
Murray, Sharon
Phillips, Gina
Robinson, Patrice
Sikes-DeJohn, Tiffany
Smith, Brook
Storey, Tracey

CRNI
Martin, Marjorie
Shomo, Julie
Vauiso, Robin

LRNN
Coyer, Kimberly
Loadholt, Lisa
Schnaible, Stephanie
Tucker, Patricia
Williams, Kelly

CRRN

NEA-BC

Dotson, Susan

Danello, Sherry
Howell, Susan
Scaccia, Meredith

CSC
Maurer, Stacy
Moore, Baily
CWOCN
Kroleski, Lisa
Lowe, Sheila
Walker, Wendy
Wilder, Dawna
FNP-BC
Hayman, Annette

NE-BC
Arata, Antonio
Fields, Marianne
Lavigne, Victor
Motley, Alicia
Rawlings, William
Seagraves, Deidre
Taylor, Desiree

Newborn
Connor, Danielle
Finch, Dona
Lauer, Barbara
Miller, LaCameo
NICN
Barker, Terry
Burns, Brenda
Rudolph, Deborah
Saxon, Kay
OCN
Charron, Shelia
Clark, Pamela
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SPOTLIGHT on Sepsis
Nurse Driven Approach Improves Care for Septic Patients
Katie Feehan, RN
Sepsis Coordinator

Sepsis is the body’s overwhelming and life-threatening response to infection which
can lead to tissue damage, organ failure, and death. Sepsis kills 270,000 Americans
each year and the survival rate for patients with severe sepsis drops by an average of
8% every hour they do not receive timely treatment, so early assessment and appropriate treatment is vital.
To save lives and minimize long-term complications that can affect sepsis survivors, all nurses, whether they
work in the community or in a healthcare facility, must be able to identify who is at risk of developing sepsis,
and know the clinical manifestations and recommended treatment.
Evidence based practice recommends following The 3 and 6 Hour Sepsis Bundles to care for patients
suspected to have sepsis. Over the course of the year, the goal of the reestablished Sepsis Team was to
increase our overall compliance with the treatment bundles. While Sepsis is more likely to affect people with
chronic illnesses, the elderly, the immunosuppressed or very young children, It can affect anyone at any time.
Therefore, the effort to improve our patient care truly remains a multidisciplinary project.
Identifying the initial barriers preventing timely treatment was accomplished by meeting with staff from
different units, with different levels of experience, and in different patient care roles. After meeting with
so many nurses it became rather obvious, SJ/C nurses want to do what’s best for their patients; they just
needed the tools to implement change. In this regard, education was integral in improving care for our
septic patients.
The new nurse hires now receive education at Nightingale labs where the focus is on early identification
and the first steps in treatment. The Nurse Residents received similar information, and after sharing their
experiences were able to provide new insights in order to streamline patient care. Being present at staff
meetings, AM/PM huddles, and working in collaboration with the unit managers and educators has also
been extremely beneficial. All of the educational opportunities pursued by the Sepsis Team have proved to
be invaluable. It is their feedback, information and suggestions that have improved the workflow for nurses
and provided better patient outcomes.
Additionally, working directly with bedside nurses resulted in the implementation of several tools. One
such tool is a sepsis check list. This form is now available for nurses to use to as an early recognition
guide, a bundle check list, and as a hand off sheet. Another helpful tool is the ‘Sepsis Clock’, a reminder
that time matters when it comes to sepsis care. The input from our nurses cultivated updates to our EMR
documentation for both inpatients and the Emergency Department. The inpatient update gives the bedside
nurse the autonomy to initiate the Nurse Driven Sepsis Protocol if their patient meets the criteria. In the ED,
the triage questions were reformatted in order for nurses to recognize the early signs and select Suspected
Sepsis as a chief complaint. Both of these updates focusing on early recognition and treatment have
increased our sepsis bundle usage.
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Greater than 80% of sepsis cases begin in the community. That is why time was dedicated to working
with the First Responders and the Chatham County EMS groups. We were able to collaborate with other
members of the community including Chatham EMS and Memorial Hospital to create a standardized
approach to early recognition. This allowed for prehospital treatment as well as improved communication in
hand off reports to the Emergency Department care team.
The most impactful change resulting from the Sepsis Team’s endeavors has been the ability to provide ‘real
time’ feedback on sepsis cases. This took a great amount of effort and buy-in from managers, nurses, and
doctors; however, the results speak for themselves.
Structural Empowerment is a corner stone of the Magnet Model. The Sepsis Committee has embraced that
model and will continue to encourage nurses on the front line to provide the best care for our patients. We
look forward to seeing increased nursing protocol usage and improved bundle compliance as we continue to
work hard in 2020.
A special thank you to the Sepsis Quality Improvement Team for their hard work and dedication. As we
continue to improve patient care remember, Sepsis, It’s About Time!
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